
Strength Length End fittings Safety Unit type
8 strand unit
The first number is the 
amount of rubber
hawsers in the unit, 
ranging from 1 to 10.

2 meter long
These three numbers 
describe the hawser 
lengths in decimeters;
20 dm = 2.0 meters.

Thimble & Stainless 
Steel Shackle
These letters explain 
what end fittings the 
unit has.  

ByPass System 
Equipped with our 15 
ton break-strength 
patented ByPass 
safety system.

Titanium Hybrid 
If the unit ends  in any 
letters its a specialty 
model like BM for our 
Seaflex buoy model.

•	 Depending	on	how	
strong	the	Seaflex	sys-
tem	needs	to	be	at	each	
location	it	can	consist	of	
1	to	10	rubber	hawsers	
per	unit.	

•	 Some	of	the	forces	
taken	into	consideration	
when	determining	how	
strong	each	unit	needs	
to	be	are:

•	 Amount	and	size	of	
boats	to	be	docked	
at	the	worst	possible	
weather	scenario.

•	 The	worst	wind,	wave	
and	current	decided	to	
calculate	for.

•	 Depending	on	the	
water	level	variation	and	
waves	the	Seaflex	can	be	
made	however	long	it	
needs	to	be.

•	 The	unique	composi-
tion	of	our	Seaflex	rub-
ber	strands	allows	them	
to	stretch	up	to	100	%	
of	their	length	and	then	
retract	keeping	the	ap-
plication	under	constant	
tension.

•	 When	calculating	what	
unit	is	needed	for	each	
project,	we	never	let	the		
rubber	strands	stretch	
beyond	80	%	as	a	safety	
factor.

•	 Picture	shows	4020	TS	
BP	units	with	our	most	
common	end	attach-
ment	combination:	a	
thimble	on	one	end	for	
splicing	the	rope	around	
and	a	stainless	steel	
shackle	on	the	other	end	
to	attach	to	the	anchor.

•	 To	determine	what	
end	fittings	you	need	
you	will	need	to	know	
how	you	are	planning	on	
attaching	the	Seaflex	to	
the	sea	floor	and	dock.

•	 See	all	our	end	attach-
ment	option	combina-
tions	on	the	next	page.

•	 If	your	marina	would	
see	forces	beyond	what	
was	originally	calculated	
for	the	ByPass	engage	
and	make	sure	that	the	
rubber	hawsers	don’t	
break.

•	 Our	patented	ByPass	
system	is	made	mainly	
of	HMPE	and	has	a	break	
strength	of	15	ton.

•	 The	twin	cables	are	
looped	around	a	rein-
forced	Delrin	spider.	The	
TPU	retraction	cables	
ensure	separation	of	the	
spider	blocks	during	nor-
mal	working	conditions.

•	 At	Seaflex	we	are	con-
stantly	developing	our	
product	and	adding	new	
options	solving	needs	
on	the	market.

•	 Even	though	we	
produce	our	Seaflex	with	
the	highest	quality	stain-
less	steel,	some	areas	
want	even	better	protec-
tion	against	corrosion	
so	we	developed	the	
first	ever	titanium	hybrid	
mooring	solution	(TH).

•	 We	have	also	devel-
oped	a	new	buoy	model	
(BM)	that	is	the	first	
hardware	free	swing	
mooring	buoy	on	the	
market.

Seaflex unit denomination

8   020  TS  BP  TH

Unit name options
Seaflex is custom made for each locations unique forces, it can be as strong and as long as it needs to be. 
Below is a breakdown of how we name our units for easier understanding on what is being ordered.
For this example we are using a 8020 TS BP TH unit.



4020 TS BP 4020 TG BP

4020 GG BP or 4020 SS BP4020 TT BP

Our most common end attachment combination is TS
This means that one end of the Seaflex will have a 
integrated thimble to splice the rope around up to 
the dock and the other end will have a stainless steel 
shackle for attaching to the anchor. We also offer the 
same quality stainless steel anchor eyelets. 

TG is needed when used with a galvanized anchor
When the Seaflex is going to be anchored with a 
galvanized anchor eyelet or a galvanized embed-
ment anchor it is important to order the Seaflex with 
a galvanized steel shackle since mixing dissimilar 
metals can cause corrosion.

Rare occasions calls for GG or SS combination
If the Seaflex is to be attached with metal instead of 
rope from both ends you need to order a GG or SS 
model depending on if its galvanized or stainless 
steel. This is the case when mixing Seaflex with a wire 
cable solution.

Used for bouys, muddy soils and deep depths
The TT model has a thimble for rope on both sides of 
the Seaflex, it is used for swing moorings and very 
muddy soil conditions to ensure that the Seaflex will 
not sink with the anchor. If you are dealing with very 
deep depths this might also be a good option for 
easier inspections.

Seaflex end attachment options
End attachment combinations

Old models

Seaflex is custom made depending on how its attached to the sea floor and dock.
Below is a description of our end attachment combination options.
For this example we are using a 4020 TS BP unit.

Models without ByPass and single or double strand EE   
The EE models needs a thimble and shackle to be complete which usually means it becomes more af-
fordable to just order a standard Seaflex model. The added safety of the ByPass system is also so valu-
able that we rarely sell any units without it anymore. Our oldest Seaflex is now over 30 years old, 
since then we have updated our article denomination. Contact us if you need more information.
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